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Introduction

Perhaps the most remarkable and far reaching achievement of Babylonian astronomy
was the creation of a unified and comprehensive lunar theory, which combined com-
petent mathematical models of the effects of lunar and solar anomaly on the intervals
between syzygies, the variation in the length of daylight, and the motion of the lunar
node to predict the instants of syzygies; the occurrences, magnitudes, and directions
of eclipses; and the lunar visibilities near syzygies, including the potential visibility of
the Moon on the 30th day of any month. Previously, eclipses had been predicted with
considerable confidence using the famous 223 month eclipse cycle, familiarly called the
“saros”,2 which also underlay clever Goal Year methods for predicting the lengths of
months. Mathematically, however, neither of these techniques went much beyond recog-
nizing simple periodicities, modified perhaps by empirical adjustments about which we

1 Wilson, WY. This paper and its sequels are dedicated to Asger Aaboe, who securely laid
the foundations of a deeper understanding of Babylonian lunar theory and introduced me to these
studies. Much of the research for this paper was conducted while I was a Senior Fellow at the
Dibner Institute. I am deeply indebted to both the Dibner Institute and Dibner Fund for their
generous support. I should also like to thank Dennis Duke, Bernard Goldstein, Alexander Jones
and John Steele for their careful readings and helpful comments and suggestions. Naturally, all
remaining errors are my own.

2 For details of the origin and subsequent persistence of this misnomer in 1691 from Edmund
Halley’s misreading of a passage in Suidas in correcting a textual error in his copy of Pliny, see
Neugebauer (1957a), ad 51, pp 141–2. In cuneiform texts this interval is simply called “18 years”.
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can only guess; nor was there any evident effort to unite these two predictive techniques
in a common intellectual framework.

This changed profoundly with the invention of the first comprehensive lunar theory,
known as System A, which appears to have occurred in the city of Babylon shortly
after the beginning of the 4th century B.C. Roughly a century later an alternative the-
ory known as System B was developed, possibly in Uruk, which addressed the same
issues with different mathematical schemes, introduced a few improved parameters, and
accomplished at least one substantive improvement in the treatment of solar anomaly. In
between there is evidence of transitional developments, and subsequently some evidence
of further attempts at refinements, but essentially these two versions of lunar theory were
the apex of Babylonian scientific astronomy.

It cannot be overemphasized that SystemA had no analogous precursor, and thus that
– unlike virtually all succeeding scientific theories – its invention was a radical depar-
ture from anything which preceded it. Consequently, we can say almost nothing with
confidence about its motivation, which cannot have been directed at the shortcomings
of a (non-existent) prevailing theory, nor seemingly at any urgent practical need, since
we have still no evidence of how it was employed. Indeed, how little we know of the
circumstances of its origin is reflected in the fact that we do not even know for certain
its author’s name.

We can, however, infer from the elements of the theory something of the path taken
in the course of its assemblage, and in the process gain some appreciation of the intel-
lectual qualities of its author. The crucial step – apart from conceiving the desirability
and imagining the feasibility of constructing a comprehensive mathematical model of
this complex set of variable phenomena – was the separation and successful modeling
of the effects of lunar and solar anomaly on the intervals between syzygies. The crux
of this development was the initial construction of a model depicting the variations due
to lunar anomaly of the intervals between syzygies. Subsequently, Hipparchus devised
a different and more familiar solution, described in the Almagest, which first built a
solar model from the variation of the seasons, and then a model of the Moon’s behavior
from residual variations in intervals between eclipses. However, the initial Babylonian
solution of this problem proceeded in the opposite order – first modeling the variations
due to lunar anomaly, and then building solar models from the amplitudes of the residual
variations.

Before proceeding further it may be useful to review the components of the System
A theory and their interrelations (Fig. 1). The theory consists of a number of arithmetical
functions, typically tabulated in columns, with a logical dependency which moves from
left to right. (Here and subsequently I follow Neugebauer’s notation in ACT in labeling
the separate functions.) The independent variable of the theory is a “month”, referenced
by name in the first column of ephemerides and treated as a uniform variable, equivalent
to syzygy number, despite its actual variation. Full and new moons are treated separately,
although with a strictly consistent single theory underlying the two computations. Fol-
lowing the dates come two columns of fundamental arguments. The first, column �,
governs the variation due to lunar anomaly of intervals between syzygies of the same
kind, and is in precise phase with the lunar velocity at syzygy. It turns out to describe
the variation due to lunar anomaly of the length of 223 months, constructed so that its
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T (month)

Φ (arg Αm) B (λ*m)

C (daylight)

E (βm) Ψ (ecl. mag.)F (dλ∗m/d) G (δm(Αm))

J (δm(λ*m)

K (δmsset)

Pi (visibility)

Mn (syz date)

Mn-1 (syz date)

[N]
Theoretical 
Core

Visibility 
Module

Fig. 1. System A: component functions and their interrelations and dependencies. (After Aaboe,
2001, p. 60)

truncated maximum, 2,13;20(133 1
3 ) time-degrees,3 corresponds to the actual maximum

of 223 months, disregarding whole days.
The second fundamental argument (column B) is the sidereal longitude of the moon

at syzygy, which reflects a variable motion depending strictly on the longitude of the
preceding syzygy. This serves as an argument for successive columns describing the
length of daylight (column C), the lunar latitude (column E) and the moon’s nodal elon-
gation at syzygy (column �), also referred to as “eclipse magnitude”. Columns E and �

also incorporate, albeit stealthily, a uniform motion of the lunar node, which comprises
a third fundamental argument.

The next columns, F and G, return the theory to variations due to lunar anomaly.
Column F gives the lunar velocity at syzygy, expressed either as degrees per day or
degrees per time degree and, as noted, is precisely in phase with column � . Curiously
its mean value is closer to the moon’s instantaneous mean motion at syzygy, which is
increased by the inequality known as the Variation, than it is to the moon’s mean motion
over longer intervals. Column G gives the variation due to lunar anomaly in the inter-
vals between successive syzygies, constructed so that the maximum of G corresponds
to the actual maximum month-length and all corrections for solar anomaly (column J)
are subtractive. Its calculation employs column � as argument of anomaly, but it also
includes a constant derived from the solar model underlying column B.

Column J computes the correction due to solar anomaly as a function of the lon-
gitude of syzygy (column B), and the sum of columns G, J, and an adjustment for the

3 As reflected in several procedure texts, this number was also the name of this function.
See ACT, 211-2. One day = 360 time-degrees (uš); the “large hour” (H) = 60uš, introduced by
Neugebauer for typographical convenience had no counterpart in Babylonian usage and should
be avoided.
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variable sunset epoch derived from column C comprises column K, which finally gives
the resulting excess over 29 days of the interval between successive syzygies, measured
relative to sunset.

Column K is the first endpoint of the theory, whether used to determine the interval
between successive syzygies or, in summation to calculate intervals between eclipses.
The steps leading up to its calculation form a logically tight and consistent theoreti-
cal core, which can be indefinitely extended. This is followed by a module of columns
involving visibility calculations, leading in iterative fashion to the dates (day of the
month) and instants of the syzygies (column M) and the intervals between risings and
settings of the moon and sun (columns Pi). This visibility module is the final endpoint
of the theory and draws upon the longitude (column B) and latitude (column E) of the
moon, its daily motion (column F), the interval between syzygies (column K) and a set
of coefficients intended to adjust their combined effects for the variable inclination of
ecliptic and horizon. All in all it is a strikingly ambitious, clever, and consistent theory
built around a mathematical core of uncommon rigor and elegance.

The construction of this theory seems to have broadly followed the order in which
functions appear, which also shadows their logical dependencies. The first challenge was
separating the effects of lunar and solar anomalies on the intervals between syzygies,
which was accomplished by modeling the variation due to lunar anomaly of 223, 12 and
235 months, thereby establishing column �, and then by a similar technique modeling
the variation of one month. This permitted calculation of the amplitudes [of variation]
due to lunar anomaly of 6, 12, and 223 months, and comparison with observed ampli-
tudes from eclipse records established the corresponding amplitudes attributable to solar
or positional anomaly. These served as the empirical underpinnings for the subsequent
model of solar anomaly, which in turn played a direct role in the functions for length
of daylight, lunar latitude, and nodal elongation, and an indirect role (through an addi-
tive constant) in the final form of column G. Thereafter, the theory is mostly arithmetic,
except for the insertion of new data in the form of prior syzygy dates (Mn−i), presumably
from eclipse records.

The key to modeling the effects of lunar anomaly was recognizing that the 19-year
cycle implies that any anomaly dependent on longitude must vanish over 235 months,
making the variation of this interval due solely to lunar anomaly. Since this interval is
often bounded by eclipses, its variation by nearly 3/4 of a day is both conspicuous and
readily measurable.

A necessary preliminary to the solution was assembling the requisite empirical ele-
ments. In addition to two period relations of ancient origin, the “saros” eclipse cycle
and “19-year” annual cycle, these included three new elements which were probably the
work of the theory’s author, to wit

• an accurate anomalistic period relation;
• estimates of the extremes and amplitudes of key eclipse intervals; and
• an improved estimate of the length of the mean synodic month.

The next and crucial theoretical step consisted of building a mathematical model of
the amplitude of 235 months in units equal to the change over 223 months due to lunar
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anomaly in the length of 223 months.4 Comparing the resulting theoretical amplitude
of this interval (235 months) with its observed amplitude measured in time-degrees (uš)

defined the magnitude of this unit, while an improved estimate of the mean synodic
month anchored the scheme for 235 months in reality and established its extremes in
both sets of units. A further estimate of the maximum length of 223 months completed
the models for 12 and 223 months and by a similar procedure the model for one month.
Finally, aggregations of six individual months gave the variation and resulting amplitude
of 6-month intervals, thereby completing the model of variations due to lunar anomaly.

The result was a remarkably successful model of the effects of lunar anomaly on the
intervals between syzygies, none of which – except for 235 months – could be measured
directly. So successful was this model that System B improves upon it only in its use of
a slightly more accurate value for the mean synodic month. Otherwise, and especially in
its depiction of the amplitudes of variation of the principal eclipse intervals, the System
B theory of lunar anomaly is generally inferior to System A’s.

The steps involved in modeling solar anomaly are less clear, but several distinct
elements can be identified, to wit:

• refining the period relation implicit in the 19 year cycle;
• inventing a rigorous, yet flexible, method for depicting variations depending on

position;
• constructing models of the variation in solar progress consistent with the residual

amplitudes of prominent eclipse intervals derived from historical eclipse records
and the model of lunar anomaly; and,

• establishing the position of the line of symmetry corresponding to the solar apsidal
line.

The first of these steps – refining the annual period relation – was almost certainly
accomplished in the course of assembling the requisite empirical elements, if not earlier,
and reflected an estimate that the shortfall from complete return in 235 months was − 1

2
◦
,

which both lunar theories incorporated in slightly different formulations. The subsequent
steps were developed differently in the two theories, with System B improving materi-
ally on System A’s depiction of variations due to solar anomaly. Between the two there is
evidence of a transitional scheme [AB] towards the end of the 4th century, which replaced
the System A solar model with a scheme yielding variations for 6 months similar to that
of System B while retaining the System A model for lunar anomaly.

This study examines the issues encountered in the construction of these models in
several parts. Part I, which follows, addresses the requisite empirical elements for sep-
arating lunar and solar anomalies and their possible derivations. Part II will explore
the construction of the System A model for lunar anomaly, by which the separation of
the two effects was accomplished, and compare it with the corresponding elements of
System B. Part III will first examine the construction of the System A solar model, then
its shortcomings, and finally the alternatives evidenced in Systems AB and B. Part IV

4 It is noteworthy that these are purely abstract units which, apart from issues of accuracy
and precision, could not be measured directly, since all changes in the length of 223 months are
contaminated by effects of solar anomaly.
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will address the construction of the models for latitude and nodal elongation and the
possible origins of their underlying period relations.

1. The “Saros” Eclipse Cycle

One of the fundamental tools of Babylonian astronomy was the concept of period
relation which equated Π phenomena of one sort with Z of another. In lunar theory the
first phenomenon was usually months, although sometimes days, while the second could
be years (returns in position), or eclipse possibilities (returns in nodal elongation), or
cycles of lunar velocity (anomalistic months). In each case the period relation implied
that variations associated with the second phenomenon recurred after Π instances of the
first phenomenon, and thus that Π phenomena = Z cycles of variation.5

Of the two period relations which played critical roles in the theory the first to be
recognized was the 223 month eclipse period known today as the “saros”, but simply
called “18 years” in cuneiform texts. Initially this may have recognized only that

223 months (m) = 38 eclipse possibilities (EP) ∼= 6585 1
3 days (d), (1.0)

where “eclipse possibility” meant passage of the position of syzygy by either of the
lunar nodes. Later, it came to be understood that the saros also reflected an approximate
anomalistic period relation, and still later the increment in longitude of the position of
syzygy was more precisely defined, so that in addition to its original content, the saros
came also to hold that

223 (m) ∼= 239 anomalistic months(ma) ∼= 18rev + ca.10;30◦(�λ syzygy). (1.1)

In this form the saros implied a number of approximate relationships, to wit:6

1 mean synodic month (m) = 29;31,50,18..days
1 anomalistic month(ma) ∼= 27;33;13..days ∼= 0;55,59 months
1 year (y) ∼= 365;15,35 days = 12;22,7,50..months
1 eclipse possibility(EP)7 = 5;52,6..months

(1.2)

Because it closely approximates return in both position and lunar anomaly, the ampli-
tude of the saros is only 39 time-degrees (uš) or 2 2

3 hours, far smaller than that of

5 The earliest instance of a period relation involving a cycle of variation is the schematic
annual period relation, 12 “months” = 1 year = 360 “days”, which forms the basis for the depic-
tion of the annual variation of the length of day and night and the corresponding daily change in
lunar visibility described in EAE 14. Early examples of non-schematic annual period relations are
found in MUL.APIN (37 months = 3 years), BM 45728 and BM 36731(334 months = 27 years),
and BM 36712 (371 months = 30 years). [See Britton (2002[UOS]) for details.]

6 In the following correspondences underlined numbers are inaccurate.
7 I use EP to denote the both the months of theoretical eclipse possibilities and the intervals

between them, which is unambiguous if the intervals are associated with the months which begin
them.
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any other short-period eclipse cycle.8 This made it the handiest and most reliable for
estimating whether an eclipse might be seen, and it is difficult to see how the visibility
of a prospective eclipse could have been reliably gauged without it.

Origins

It is not known when the saros eclipse cycle was discovered and not impossible that
it was recognized in ancient times that after 54 years eclipses of approximately the same
magnitude and direction occurred at approximately the same times of day or night, but
one month later in a (well tuned) calendar. However, the absence of any hint of this
knowledge in either MUL.APIN or the Enuma Anu Enlil (EAE) series, suggests that
its discovery was a 1st millennium event, while the confidence exhibited in the eclipse
predictions contained in several letters and reports to the Assyrian kings, suggests that
it was known to at least some scholars by the middle of the 7th century.9 Thus it seems
most likely to have been discovered sometime after records of eclipses began to be sys-
tematically collected in the middle of the 8th century, and probably in the first half of the
7th century, perhaps in response to heightened interest in eclipse predictions and their
associated omens in ruling circles.10

The simplest path to its discovery would have proceeded from consideration of the
intervals between successive visible eclipses and recognition that such intervals were
usually a multiple of six months but occasionally, and less frequently, one month less
than such a multiple, i.e. either 6 n or 6 n − 1 months where n is some small integer.
This implies that successive eclipse possibilities occur on average slightly less often
than every six months, and thus that a continuous list of uniformly distributed eclipse
possibilities contains intervals of six months interspersed occasionally with intervals of

8 The 41 month eclipse cycle comprising 7 EP has an amplitude of 0.9 days; all others shorter
than 223 months have amplitudes greater than 1.5 days. None but the saros would seem useful for
predicting the visibility of specific eclipses, and none entails a close return in position.

9 E.g. LABS 46 (Balaši), “the eclipse will pass by, it will not occur”; LABS 78
(Nabu-ahhe-eriba), “the eclipse will occur during the morning watch”; ARAK 250 (Nergal-etir),
“in month XII day 14 the moon will make an eclipse [whose circumstances will be adverse to the
king]; ARAK 251 (Nergal-etir), “in month VI the moon will make an eclipse (concerning) Elam”;
ARAK 447 (Tab-silli-Marduk) “there will be no eclipse. I guarantee it seven times, an eclipse will
not take place”; ARAK 487 (Nadinu, –648) “[the eclipse] will not pass by, it will occur ..month
II ..day 14..morning watch”. In addition, the observation by Akkullanu of a solar eclipse in –668
with a magnitude of only 2 digits, related in LABS 148 and ARAK 3, required a careful watch and
a firm idea when the eclipse was likely to occur. See also Parpola, LAS 2, p. 51 for a concurring
opinion in reference to LABS 46.

10 The most dramatic example of this interest was the Substitute King ritual, practiced exten-
sively during the reigns of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, in which a substitute “king” (and queen)
would be appointed to absorb the unfavorable effects of an adverse eclipse, which would be
expunged from the kingdom by their subsequent deaths. Parpola, LAS 2, xxii–xxxii, gives an
excellent description of the practice and surveys ancient attestations.
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Table 1.1. Lunar eclipses visible in Babylon showing months, M, from 0 Nabonassar, months
XII (−746 Feb 6); intervals, dm, between successive eclipses, and cumulative 5-month (“5itu”)
intervals and EP intervals

Σ Σ Σ Σ Σ Σ
JY M dm 5itu (5itu) EP JY M dm 5itu (5itu) EP

-746 0 begin 0 0 -739 94 6 2 16
-746 6 6 0 1 -738 106 12 2 18
-745 12 6 0 2 -735 141 35 5itu 3 24
-745 18 6 0 3 -735 147 6 3 25
-743 47 29 5itu 1 8 -734 153 6 3 26
-742 53 6 1 9 -732 176 23 5itu 4 30
-742 59 6 1 10 -731 188 12 4 32
-741 65 6 1 11 -730 206 18 4 35
-741 71 6 1 12 -727 241 35 5itu 5 41
-739 88 17 5itu 2 15 -726 247 6 5 42

5 months. Finally, the assumed frequency of such 5-month intervals effectively defines
the period relation comprising an eclipse cycle.

How much could be deduced from a simple list of consecutive eclipses and asso-
ciated month count may be seen from Table 1.1, which shows the eclipses visible in
Babylon and the intervals between them for the first few eclipse possibilities beginning
with the eclipse in 0 Nabonassar, month XII (−746 Feb 6). Here we find five examples
of 6n − 1 month intervals (labeled “5itu” as in cuneiform texts). The first two reflect
intervals of 8EP and 7EP respectively, which immediately excludes a continuing cycle
of 47 months with 8 EP. Continuing in this fashion disqualifies a 7 EP (41 month) cycle
in −730 (EP 36), a 23 EP (135 month) cycle in −703 (EP 92) and a 22 EP (129 month)
cycle in −701 (EP 97).11 Thus by the beginning of the 7th century the shortest cycles still
consistent with the record of visible eclipses were those with either 15 EP (88 months)
and two “5itu” or the saros with 38 EP (223 months) and five “5itu”.

The 15 EP cycle (alternating groups of 8 and 7 EP) does not develop a conflict until
−668 (EP 166) but has an amplitude of 1.6 days, making it of scant use for predicting the
visibility of individual eclipses. Furthermore, by −700 the average ratio of EP to 5itu,
oscillating around 7.6:1,12 clearly exceeded 7 1

2 :1 leaving the saros cycle as the shortest

remaining candidate. Thus by early in the 7th century a simple list of consecutive eclipses
and the intervals between them would have sufficed to eliminate all shorter period eclipse
cycles, while the utility of the saros, demonstrable in the 7th century from records of
eclipses 54 years earlier, would have removed any need to search further. In short, the
simple evidence of a (more or less) complete record of eclipses since the middle of the
8th century would have permitted the discovery of the saros by early in the 7th century,

11 See Appendix B, Fig. 2 for a more extensive tabulation of the intervals between successive
eclipses.

12 E.g. In −703 12 “5itu”(a) ∼ 91 EP(n); thus n/a = 7.58. In −699 13 “5itu”(a) ∼ 99 EP(n);
thus n/a = 7.62. In the saros 38 EP(n) = 5 “5itu”(a), hence n/a = 7.60. The modern equivalent
is very nearly n/a = 7.623.
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although probably not much earlier without a longer record of historical eclipses than is
attested.

Further evidence for recognition of the saros as an eclipse cycle in the 7th century is
furnished by the recent and unexpected discovery of records of Lunar Six from as early
as −642 and of complete records, implying some calculations, by at least −605 and
probably −617. Since the Goal Year method for such computations assumes a detailed
understanding of the saros and its properties, this assures that the saros was well known
by the latter part of the 7th century. (See Sect. 3, for further details.)

Saros Cycle Arrangements of Eclipse Records

Whatever its precise origins, by early in the 6th century, the saros had already come
to serve as the basis for arranging records of historical eclipses. This entailed distribut-
ing its 38 EP into groups of 8 or 7 EP separated by 6 months, with 5-month intervals
between groups. A single saros would thus contain five groups with 8-7-8-7-8 EP (or
some permutation of this order), which turns out to fit very nicely the initial distribution
of 5-month intervals reflected in records of lunar eclipses since the beginning of Nabo-
nassar’s reign. For convenience I shall call this arrangement Saros Scheme 1 (denoted
“SS1”), since other arrangements were devised later to correct the downward drift of
eclipses in the SS1 matrix from the inaccuracy of the saros eclipse period. Nevertheless,
as J. Steele has shown,13 this arrangement persisted without conflict for more than 22
saros cycles, an unusually long period, breaking down only with the small (mag 1.2d)
eclipse on −339 Sep 29. in saros cycle 23. (Henceforth “SC” shall refer to a component
saros cycle of SS1, “SCn” to the nth component SC of SS1, and “EPq” to q th eclipse
possibility within some SC).

This distribution accompanied by explicit markings of the “5itu” intervals separat-
ing each group is already evident in BM 38462, a contemporary compilation of lunar
eclipse reports during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar from −603 to −575.14 Furthermore
the long duration of this arrangement without conflict made it especially convenient for
compilations of historical eclipse reports. The most extensive of these was an 8-tablet
compilation15 covering all EP for the first 24 saros cycles of SS1 from −746 to −314.
This compilation would have encompassed more than all of the eclipse data used in
the construction of System A, and probably most, if not all, of that used in System B.
Consequently, I have used it as a template for appendices displaying data used in the
discussion which follows, recognizing that System A was unlikely to have drawn upon
data later than SC 20.

13 Steele, (2000), 421–54; see also, Aaboe, et al (1991).
14 Recognized by Steele, (2000, 432). The tablet contains four columns the last of which is

blank, suggesting that it was compiled around the time of its latest contents (−575). All five group
boundaries are unambiguously implied by the month dates, while at least three (and probably all
five in the unbroken tablet) were explicitly marked by the term “5 itu”.

15 See C.B.F. Walker (1997, 17–25). Also J. M. Steele, “Appendix: The Eclipse Texts”, in
ADART V, pp. 390 ff.
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Appendix A shows the Babylonian dates of eclipse possibilities for the first 24 saros
cycles of SS1. Before the 6th century some of the intercalations are conjectured, as noted,
although not their cumulative total. EP at which visible eclipses occur are shaded and
highlighted in bold. Appendix B displays calculated data for eclipses visible in Babylon
similarly arranged beginning in B1 with Julian years. Here shaded dates reflect the pre-
served contents of tablets from the 8-tablet compilation, while dates for which reports
are preserved are shown in bold, while “5itu” attestations are underlined. Appendix B
continues with intervals, dm, between successive eclipses in B2, mean civil times of
syzygies (midnight epoch) in B3, eclipse magnitudes in B4, and sidereal longitudes of
syzygies in B5. Finally, Appendix C displays the intervals between syzygies exhibited
by visible eclipses for 223 months (C1), 235 months (C2), 12 months (C3) and 6 months
(C4), all expressed as time-degrees (uš) in excess of whole days.

In short, the saros eclipse cycle, known from at least late in the 7th century and
probably earlier, played a dual role in the eventual separation of the effects of lunar
and solar anomalies. Empirically, it provided a framework in the arrangement of eclipse
records in a matrix of EPs and saros cycles which facilitated, and in some cases enabled,
the derivation of parameters critical to the theoretical development. It also provided the
crucial theoretical component of this development from recognition that its expression
as an approximate anomalistic period relation,

223 months (m) ∼= 239 anomalistic months(ma), (1.1a)

was equivalent to the precise statement that

(223 + ε)m = (239 + ε)ma, (1.1b)

where ε is a small fraction. In this form it served as both the key to separating the two
anomalistic effects and as the backbone of the resulting model of lunar anomaly.

2. The 19-year Cycle

The second period relation of relatively ancient origin which played an important
role in the development of the theory was the 19-year annual cycle which states that

235 months = 19 years = 254 sidereal months, (2.0)

implying that

1 year = 12;22,6,18..months, and (2.0a)

d223λm = 10;43..◦(mod.360◦) = −d12λm. (2.0b)

This further implies that after 235 months syzygies recur at the same place in the
sky, something which could be observed from lunar eclipses once adequate records
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of lunar positions during eclipses had accumulated.16 Indeed, the mean shortfall in
sidereal longitude of the position of the Moon at syzygy after 235 months is only
−0;11◦ (±0;23◦), which makes the 19-year cycle the most accurate of the short-period
alternatives.

The earliest explicit attestation of this period relation is in a text from Uruk giv-
ing the schematic dates17 of the solstices from probably the beginning of the reign of
Nabopolassar in −624 through the end of the reign of Cyrus in −529. An earlier text
giving the calculated civil dates and instances of all four cardinal phenomena for the
reigns of Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar (−625 to −561),18 employs the 27-year
cycle (334 m = 27y) to calculate the schematic dates of the visibilities of Sirius, and
another seemingly early text (BM 3671219) reflects a 30-year cycle (371m = 30y).
These suggest that the superiority of the 19-year cycle had not been recognized by the
end of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign but probably occurred during the 3rd quarter of the 6th

century. By this time the dates of the summer solstices appear to have been known with
considerable accuracy,20 but it seems more likely that the accuracy of this cycle was
either directly observed from records of lunar eclipses 235 months apart21 or deduced
from records of Sirius risings spanning 60 years or more.22 In any event it is clear that
the 19-year cycle was familiar by the last part of the 6th century, after which evidence
of alternative short period relations disappears.

The 19-year cycle is pretty accurate for tropical phenomena23 and remained the
basis for calculated dates of solstices and equinoxes in subsequent cuneiform astronom-
ical texts. For sidereal phenomena, however, it is less accurate, and at some point prior

16 The earliest preserved record of the position of the moon during an eclipse is for the total
eclipse on −684 Oct 3 (GN2 = 3917), recorded in BM 35115 (ADART V, No. 3) which reports
that the eclipse occurred in “mid-Aries”, a rough but relatively accurate description since syz-
ygy occurred at sidereal λ∗ = 16; 20◦, compared with λ*(mid Aries) ∼= 18◦. The next example,
recorded in the same compilation, concerns the eclipse on −631 May 23 (GN2 4568), which
reportedly occurred a specified (but broken) distance “behind α-sco”. After −572 reports of lunar
positions relative to fixed stars appear more frequently, if irregularly. Whether such reports refer
consistently to a specific phase is not known.

17 I.e. dates in “tithis”, equal to 1/30th of a month.
18 BM 36731, published initially in Neugebauer and Sachs (1967) as Atypical Text A, and

including additional fragments and commentary in Britton, (2002, Appendix B, 62–70).
19 Neugebauer and Sachs (1956); see also Britton (2002).
20 See Britton (2002, Appendix C, 74). For the 19 years from −548 to −530 the schematic

dates for SS range from 1 day early (6 instances) to 1 day late (2 instances) averaging 0.2 days
early.

21 Noteworthy are the following near conjunctions of the moon at syzygy with Normal Stars:
α-leo in −587 and −549 (470 m); γ -cap in −568 and −549(again); and especially the actual or
near occultations during eclipses of θ -oph in −565 and −546 and δ-cnc in −559 and −540.

22 In 54 years Sirius would rise 2–3 days earlier in the month than initially, while in 60 years it
would rise 2–4 days later in the month. The offsetting errors, insensible after a single period but
unmistakable after two, would suggest combining the two periods, and in 57 (27 + 30 = 3 × 19)
years Sirius would rise on roughly the same day of the month, give or take a day.

23 In −500 Y(trop) ∼= 365;14,33 days, m ∼= 29;31,50,9 days, and 235 m − 19Yt = 0;5 days,
thus requiring 12 cycles or 228 years for the error to accumulate to a whole day.
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to the construction of the System A solar model, the small shortfall in longitude was
recognized and estimated to equal − 1

4
◦
. By the second half of the 5th century, when

the uniform zodiac was being introduced and longitudes of Normal Stars established,
sufficient records of lunar positions relative to Normal Stars during eclipses would have
accumulated to reflect a barely sensible shortfall from return after 235 months, a sensible
excess, perhaps ∼= 1◦ (acc. = 1;16◦) after 334 months, and a smaller excess, perhaps ∼=
0;30◦ after 804 months, which could have suggested the correction, δλ∗

235m
∼= −0;15◦.24

Alternatively, this may have been simply the single equivalent of a less precise conclusion
to the effect that δλ∗

235 m was “sensible and less than 1
2
◦
”.

With this correction the period relation corresponding to an “adjusted (sidereal)
19-year cycle” becomes:

235 months = (
19 − 1

1440

)
sidereal years = (

254 − 1
1440

)
sidereal months, (2.1)

implying

1 year = 12;22,7,56.. ∼= 12;22,8 months [System A], (2.1a)

d223λm = 10;29..◦ ∼= +10;30◦(mod.360◦) [System B], and (2.1b)

d12λm = −10;44..◦ ∼= −10;45◦. (2.1c)

The earliest scheme depicting the longitudes of syzygies is found in a text, seemingly
from the second half of the 5th century,25 containing computed data and observational
remarks for 38 solar eclipse possibilities from −474 to −456. The scheme assumes that

d223λm = 10;30◦ = −d12λm, (2.2)

implying that

d235λm = 0;0◦

as in the (unadjusted) 19-year cycle, but also (and inconsistently) that

24 Noteworthy examples of conjunctions or near conjunctions at composite intervals of 235 m
and 334 m include eclipses of: ζ -tau from −566 to −417; γ -gem from −548 to −445; δ-cnc from
−549 to −409; ε-leo from −567 to −456; α-leo from −549 to −419; β-sco from −536 to −452;
θ -oph from −565 to −435; and γ -cap from −568 to −484.

25 The text is preserved in two copies, BM 36599 and BM 36737+, initially published in Aaboe
and Sachs (1969) and further discussed as Text S in Britton (1989) and in Aaboe et al. (1991,
pp. 68–71). The text contains data for solar eclipse possibilities from −474 to −456 corresponding
to solar SC 16, and evidently post-dates the introduction of a uniform zodiac. The close agreement
of nodal elongations derived from a primitive “magnitude” function unsuited to extrapolation with
modern calculations suggests that at least part of the contents originated not long after the latest
dates in the text. On the other hand and arguing for a later date is the inclusion of calculated
values of columns � and F from System A which, as we shall see, are unlikely to have originated
before the beginning of the 4th century. On balance it seems likely that most of the text reflected
knowledge from the late 5th century, supplemented by calculations from the early 4th century.
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1 year = 12;22,7,50..months, (2.2a)

from the equivalence

223 months = 18 · 360◦ + 10;30◦ = 18 + 7/240 years, (2.2b)

a value closer to that implied by the adjusted 19-year cycle.26 In System A expression
(2.1) was approximated with the period relation, 2783(=�) months = 225(=Z) side-
real years, which is the shortest close approximation in which Z is a regular number as
required by the underlying scheme. In contrast System B appears based on approxima-
tions deriving from expression (2.1b). Both, however, rest on the empirical estimate that
δλ∗

235 m = − 1
4
◦
.

3. Anomalistic Period Relations

A critical prerequisite for separating the effects of lunar and solar anomaly, and
unquestionably the most challenging of the empirical elements, was an accurate esti-
mate of the period of the moon’s return in speed or, equivalently, of the anomalistic period
relation. Unfortunately, we have almost no evidence of how, when, or even whether the
issue of lunar anomaly was considered by Babylonian astronomers of the 6th century.
While it seems reasonable to assume that the rather sophisticated GoalYear methods for
determining lunar visibilities at new and full moon would have been accompanied by an
awareness of the moon’s variable speed, we have, so far, no evidence to support or refute
this assumption. We do know that the variation in the length of a saros and its amplitude
was well known in the 6th century, and that at least two different techniques were devised
for depicting it.27 Both, although with different methods, treated the variation as a sea-
sonal one, and thus implicitly as a function of the longitude of syzygy alone. Thus we
may confidently infer that by late in the 6th century it was believed that lunar anomaly
played no role in the variation of the saros (or, equivalently that the anomalistic month
was not distinguished from the sidereal month). However, whether this meant that the
saros was assumed to be an accurate anomalistic period or that the issue had not yet been
considered, is presently unclear. Thus the early history, if any, of investigations of the
moon’s variable speed and its effects remains wholly a matter of conjecture. It is only
in the 4th century and within the corpus of mathematical astronomy that we encounter

26 It is noteworthy that despite its extreme simplicity, the scheme depicting the longitudes
of syzygies, evidently designed for computational convenience and reflecting no adjustment for
solar anomaly, is nonetheless extremely well centered in relation to the Babylonian sidereal zodiac.
Modern longitudes of syzygy, adjusted to the Babylonian zodiac assuming a difference of 10.0◦

in −500, are on average only 0.12◦ greater than in the text with positive and negative deviations
equally distributed. The maximal errors are roughly ±3◦.

27 One, described in TU 11 and recognized by Brack-Bernsen, was modeled on the vari-
able length of the night and thus purely seasonal; the other, recognized in BM 45861 by John
Steele (2002), was a zigzag function with an annual periodicity. Both are discussed in detail in a
Brack-Bernsen and Steele (2005).
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evidence of interest in the issue, by which time the problem had been solved and an
accurate anomalistic period derived.

Three anomalistic period relations are found in mathematical astronomical texts. In
order of simplicity they are:

14 m = 15 ma : 1 ma = 0;56,0 m (3.0a)

251 m = 269 ma : 1 ma = 0;55,59,6,28..m (3.0b)

6247 m = 6695 ma : 1 ma = 0;55,59,6,13..m (3.0c)

[modern (−400) : 1 ma = 0;55,59,6,34..m] (3.0d)

The first is a rough approximation, attested only in a relatively late (−318) text
(MNB 1856, Neugebauer and Sachs, 1969, Text H), where it appears in an abbreviated
function for daily lunar velocity according to System A, based more precisely on the
third expression. Nevertheless, it was certainly known much earlier and was very likely
the point of departure for determining the others.

The second, which happens to be the most accurate of the three, is known from Sys-
tem B, where it is the basis for Columns F and G. However, it was certainly also known
to the author of System A, who seems to have regarded it as a useful approximation of
the System A period.

The third is the fundamental period relation encountered in System A, which under-
lies Columns �, F and G. For reasons developed subsequently I think it likely that this
period was not only empirically derived but regarded as its author’s best estimate of
the anomalistic period, with the shorter period being simply a convenient approxima-
tion. In any event, both are remarkably accurate descriptions of a phenomenon which is
extremely difficult to measure.

Sources of Data

Direct Observations. The chief difficulty encountered in any attempt to derive an
accurate anomalistic period relation is that the extremes of lunar velocity are diffuse
and poorly defined and therefore quite impossible to establish from relatively crude
observations of position with sufficient accuracy to improve materially upon the sim-
ple 14 month period relation. Direct observations over the course of only a few months
would suffice to show that the Moon’s daily progress varied by about 4 degrees per day,
approximately in relation to its position, while a careful count of the approximate number
of velocity cycles in 235 months – less than 252 by a few days – could have shown that
the anomalistic month was slightly longer than the sidereal month (since 235 months ∼=
254 sidereal months) and roughly equal to 27 1

2 days, and thus to a first approximation,
0;56 months as in (3.0a).

However, even a careful examination of observations roughly a century apart, com-
bined with this rough approximation to show the whole number of cycles, would have
been hard pressed to reduce the uncertainty in the interval of exact return in velocity
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to much less than ±2 days, equivalent to an uncertainty of ±10 in the third fractional
place in the ratio of ma/m above,28 an order of magnitude greater than the errors in the
two period relations actually used. Thus, direct observations of passages by reference
stars, routinely made after at least −570, cannot reliably have been the origin of such
accurate period relations as we find, and some other source must be sought for their
derivation.

Eclipse Reports. Reports of lunar and, less importantly, solar eclipses, recorded
systematically from the middle of the 8th century onwards, comprise a second source
of information about the effects of lunar anomaly, extending over an even longer pe-
riod than regular direct observations of passages by reference stars. These typically
recorded the times that eclipses began relative to sunrise or sunset – later extended to in-
clude the times of all 4 contacts – and after about −630 often included rough statements
of the Moon’s position relative to prominent stars. The earliest reports mention simply
the watch (1/3rd of the night) in which the eclipse began, but soon thereafter times
were recorded with a precision of 5uš, which improved after ca. −570 to a precision of
1uš, without, however, any perceptible improvement in accuracy.29 From an analysis of
all eclipse reports30 Peter Huber has found these reported times reflect standard errors
averaging ±7uš (smaller for shorter intervals and conversely), which imply standard
errors in measured intervals of roughly ±5uš or 20 of our minutes under the most favor-
able circumstances and twice this amount on average. These are errors characteristic
of the measured intervals alone, excluding what cannot have been insignificant errors
in reducing these to the intervals between syzygies in the case of eclipses of different
magnitudes.

Such eclipse reports, collected and conveniently arranged by early in the 6th century
in series separated by 223 months, show clearly that intervals between eclipses exhibit
substantial variations, ranging in amplitude from nearly 2 1

2 days (∼ 823uš) for eclipses
separated by 6 months, to roughly 3

4 of a day (∼ 270uš) for eclipses separated by 12 and
235 months, to only 40uš or less than 3 hours for eclipses at sarosly intervals. However,
except for 235 months, each of these intervals is contaminated by variations due to solar
anomaly, which preclude their usefulness for deriving an anomalistic period relation,
absent a model for solar anomaly by which its effects can be removed. Furthermore, even
235 month intervals, whose variation very nearly reflects solely the effect of lunar anom-
aly, present the same difficulties as direct observations, namely very diffuse extremes,
which preclude the precise determinations of phase required for an accurate anomalistic
period relation. Since it appears that Babylonian lunar theory first modeled the effects
of lunar anomaly and only secondarily those of solar anomaly, we can safely exclude
eclipse reports as the source of an accurate anomalistic period relation.

28 Calc: Assume for convenience 95 years. 235 × 5 m = 1175 m × 15/14 ∼= 1259 ma +
x;x(obs) ∼= +8d ± 2d ∼= 0;16 m ± 0;4 m.1175 m/1259;20 ma = 0;55,58,55.. 1175/1259;12 m =
0;55,59,16,..

29 J. Steele, (2000b, pp 57–74).
30 HdM, 28: σ2 = 2.82 + (0.14 tcalc)

2. Evaluated for tcalc = 45uš (from sunset or sunrise) gives:
σ (45uš) = ±6.9uš, σ (15◦) = ±3.3uš, σ (75uš) = ±10.8uš.
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Table 3.0. Comparison of saroi 470 months (= 38 years) apart in time degrees (duration of later
saros – duration of earlier saros). SC and EP are for earlier saros and according to SS1. SC 1–18
(−746 to −420)

SC 2 3 4 6 9 12 15 17 18
beg -728 -710 -692 -656 -602 -548 -494 -458 -440
EP 223m 223m 223m 223m 223m 223m 223m 223m 223m
1 11
2 -11 -11 -10
9 -11 -11
10 4 2 1
16 -11
17 4 2 1 0 -1
24 2 2 1 0
25 10
31 -3
32 8 10 12 12

However, it is possible and even likely that eclipse reports played a role in the even-
tual solution by providing evidence that the well known variation in the length of the
saros was due in part to lunar anomaly, and thus that the saros was not an exact period
of anomaly. As noted, it had long been assumed that this variation was essentially sea-
sonal and thus dependent on the longitude of syzygy which was understood to advance
by 10 1

2
◦

in the course of a saros. Thus a logical starting point for any investigation of
the anomalistic period would have been to examine whether the variation of the saros
was solely a function of position, in which case the saros would indeed be equal to the
anomalistic period.

The procedure for such a test would have been simple and straightforward; com-
pare the durations of pairs of saroi 470 months (d470λ

∗ = −0;30◦) apart, which would
simply involve finding pairs of saroi bounded by eclipses separated by 2SC and 4EP
with no intervening 5-month interval. Table 3.0 gives the results for all such intervals
which might have been obtained around −400 by an analyst working with modern data.
It reflects ample evidence (11 instances) of an amplitude of variation of at least 10 time-
degrees31 among saroi beginning and ending at the same place, which implicitly must
be due to lunar anomaly (since the analysis by design excludes positional variations).

Lunar Four. The third source of potential data is the so-called Lunar Four, mea-
sures of the times from sunrise (ŠÚ and NA) and sunset (ME and GE6) to moonset
and moonrise on either side of full moon. These are illustrated in Fig. 3.1, and differ
in date and sequence depending on whether opposition occurs at night or during the
day. As discussed in detail by L. Brack-Bernsen32 ŠÚ is the rising time of the Moon’s
negative elongation at sunrise immediately prior to full moon and NA the rising time
of its positive elongation 1 day later, and similarly for ME and GE6 at sunset. Thus the
sum of each pair is essentially the rising time of the daily change in lunar elongation
(�η) around opposition, which is sensibly constant over the half day between sunrise
and sunset.

31 A similar comparison of saroi at intervals of 804 months (d804λ
∗ = +0;40◦) would encom-

pass more examples and reflect an amplitude due to lunar anomaly of at least 13uš.
32 L. Brack-Bernsen, (1997, 69–79); (1999a, 149–77); (2002, 5–19).
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Figure 3.1

This time interval is significantly affected by the angle between the ecliptic and
the horizon, which will be as much above or below the equator for ŠÚ and NA as it
is below or above the equator for ME and GE6. As Brack-Bernsen and Schmidt have
shown,33 such effects are very nearly equal in magnitude but in opposite directions at
sunrise and sunset, and therefore largely offsetting when the sums of each pair are added
together. The resulting quantity, called “Sigma”, should therefore closely approximate
the right-ascensional component of twice the daily lunar progress in elongation in both
magnitude and phase. In fact, several second order effects combine to make Sigma both
noisier and slightly larger on average than this description suggests, without, however,
introducing any sensible distortion in phase. 1

2 Sigma, therefore, turns out to be not only
an excellent proxy for the lunar velocity in phase, but a decent approximation of its
average magnitude as well.34

Babylonian GoalYear texts, attested from the 3rd century on, regularly record Lunar
Four with a fractional precision of 1/6th of a time-degree (uš), month by month for
the year 18 years prior to the Goal Year as well as the monthly sums of ŠÚ + NA and
ME+GE6 for that year and the preceding six months. Some of these are accompanied by

33 L Brack-Bernsen and O. Schmidt, (1994, 183–209).
34 For the period −600 to −400, the average value of 1

2 Sigma averaged over whole cycles of
lunar anomaly is 13; 4..◦/d, compared with an average daily lunar velocity of 13;10,35◦/d and an
average daily progress in elongation of 12;11,27◦/d.
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the note “measured”, indicating a specific observation, while the completeness of these
records and their general agreement with modern computation shows that relatively good
methods existed for filling in inevitable gaps in the record due to bad weather or other
reasons.

Brack-Bernsen has shown35 that such inevitable gaps in records of Lunar Four could
be and seemingly were filled by a simple “Goal-Year” technique, based on assuming
that to a first approximation: (a) 223 months ∼= 6585 1

3 days, and (b) that the intervals
ŠÚ+NA and ME+GE were sensibly constant at intervals of a saros,36 from which it
followed that individual Lunar Four could be computed from those one saros (or more)
earlier by the formulas,

ŠÚn = ŠÚn−223 + 1
3 (ŠÚn−223 + NAn−223)

NAn = NAn−223 − 1
3 (ŠÚn−223 + NAn−223)

MEn = MEn−223 + 1
3 (MEn−223 + GEn−223)

GEn = GEn−223 − 1
3 (MEn−223 + GEn−223).

Thus complete sets of Lunar Four implied that at least some of the entries were calcu-
lated which in turn implied the existence of at least fairly complete sets of similar data
one saros earlier.

Until recently the earliest evidence of these records was thought to be found in
BM 33066, also known as Strm. Cambyses 400 (= LBAT **1477),37 which reports
a complete set of Lunar Six (Lunar Four plus observations of lunar visibilities at the
beginning and towards the end of the month) for 13 months beginning with month I of
year 7 Cambyses (−522/1). While it has been questioned whether these records reflected
contemporary or subsequent observations and calculations,38 careful examination of the
full text and comparisons with modern calculations leaves no appreciable doubt that the
text was contemporary with its contents and probably composed in the last two months
of 7 Cambyses and in any event before 8 Cambyses, month V.39

In December 2005, however, Huber discovered that BM 55554 (ADART V, No. 49),
contained complete Lunar Six data for 12 years beginning with 14 Nebuchadnezzar
(−590), thereby removing any doubt about the availability of data necessary for Strm.
Cambs. 400 and pushing back the certainty of fairly complete Lunar Six data to −608.
Shortly afterwards, a text from Nippur (N2349a) was found to contain complete Lunar
Six from probably 8 Nabopolassar (−617), and another text (BM 38414) proved to

35 Brack-Bersen (1997, 1999a), summarized in Brack-Bernsen and Hunger (2002, 34).
36 Hence implicitly that the saros was an anomalistic period relation.
37 Initially published by Kugler, SSB 1(1907), 61–75 and most recently by Hunger in ADART

V, No 55.
38 e.g. by Hunger and Pingree (1999, 175) who doubt – erroneously as it turns out – the

existence of reliable methods for computing Lunar Six in the 6th century.
39 A more complete discussion of the text and this conclusion is contained in the author’s paper,

“Remarks on Strassmaier Cambyses 400” to appear in a forthcoming festschrift.
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contain intermittent Lunar Six data for 5 Kandalanu (−642). Thus we now have firm
evidence of Lunar Six data being collected from roughly the middle of the 7th century
onwards, and a strong likelihood that relatively complete Lunar Six data were available
from around −625 onwards. Finally, from several texts apparently written in the same
hand40 there is evidence of a systematic collection of Lunar Six data from −642 through
at least −511, suggesting that someone in the 5th century (or later) was interested in
complete records of Lunar Six. Thus by −400 Lunar Four data spanning more than two
centuries should have been available for determining the anomalistic period relation.

Theoretical Considerations

Before examining what this data might reveal, some theoretical analysis will help
clarify the issue and more precisely define its objective. First, the saros must be close to
an anomalistic period, since its amplitude of variation due to lunar anomaly is known to
be unusually small. Furthermore since the period relation 223m ∼= 239ma is equivalent
to (14 · 16 − 1) m ∼= (15 · 16 − 1) ma,

an accurate anomalistic period relation should be of the form

(14 · k − 1) m = (15 · k − 1) ma, (3.1)

where k is some constant and not necessarily an integer. Indeed for the three attested
period relations and the saros we have

14 m = 15 ma : k = ∞

223 m = 239 ma : k = 16

251 m = 269 ma : k = 18

6427 m = 6695 ma : k = 17;55,12 (17.92),

while modern values for m and ma circa −400, make k = 18.04. Thus the problem of
establishing an anomalistic period relation can be redefined as one of finding a suitably
accurate value of k.

Now assume that the Moon’s daily progress is described by a zigzag function with
amplitude � and period relation, Π = 14 · k − 1, Z = 15 · k − 1, whence Z′ =
Z(mod�) = k. The smallest increment of variation of this function will be

δ = 2�/Π = 2�/(14 · k − 1),

while the monthly increment will be

40 J.M. Steele, private communication, to be discussed in a forthcoming paper with P.J. Huber.
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d1 = 2� · Z′/Π = 2� · k/(14 · k − 1) = k · δ.

Finally, the increment for 14 months will be

d14 = 14 · d1(mod.2� = � · δ)

= 14 · k · δ − (14k − 1) · δ = δ,

so that

d1 = k · d14

and thus (3.2)

k = d1/d14.

This implies that k can be established if it can be determined how many steps of 14 months
are required to make up a month’s worth of variation in lunar velocity.

Now if one proceeds in steps (s) of 14 months, it follows from (3.1) that after q · k

such steps minus q months the lunar velocity (or some proxy such as Sigma) should be
unchanged, i.e. that

n+(14qk−q)m − n = n+qk(s)−q(m) − n = 0. (3.3)

However, unless k is an integer, expression (3.3) will not be observed from monthly
data, but rather

n+qk′(s)−q(m) − n = δ,

where k′ is some integer approximation to k. It follows that if

k′
i < k < k′

i+1,

then by linear interpolation,

δ(ki)/(δ(k′
i) − δ(k′

i+1) + k′
i = k,

and more generally,

δ(k′
i−α) · (α + β)/(δ(k′

i−α) − δ(k′
i+β) + k′

i−α = k (3.4)

The foregoing are relatively simple consequences of the theory of linear zigzag
functions that would have been readily understood by a Babylonian skilled in the use of
zigzag functions. They – and especially (3.4) – were, I believe, the point of departure
for the determination of the anomalistic period relation.
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Sigma and step-wise averages (Sig-n) compared
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Fig. 3.2. Sigma compared with averages over 7 and 15 14-month steps (Sig-7 and Sig-15), over 3
cycles of lunar anomaly from −434 to −431, an interval chosen to include nearly-extreme values
of Sigma

Preliminary Analysis

Let us now examine how this might have been accomplished in practice and with
what confidence. First of all the approach evidently requires a reliable proxy for lunar
velocity for which monthly data are consistently available over a relatively long interval.
The only readily available proxy meeting these conditions would have been Sigma – the
sum of the Lunar Four – for which data are now known to exist from at least –642. In
what follows I have assumed that complete data were likely to have been available from
the accession year of Nabopolassar (−625) and have used Lunar Four computed by a
program devised by Peter Huber [LUSIX2], which added together give monthly values
for Sigma from −625 on.

Since we shall be interested in the cumulative effects of multiple 14-month incre-
ments, it will be useful to arrange the Sigma data in a matrix with 14 columns of
successive months, where going from row to row in the same column corresponds to an
advance by 14 months. (Values of Sigma used in this analysis and so arranged are given
in Appendix D.1 for the years −625 to −565 and −460 to −400). By itself Sigma is
quite noisy as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, due largely to the effects of the annual variation in
the angle between ecliptic and horizon. However, these effects can be almost entirely
eliminated by averaging the Sigma values in a given column of our matrix over a number
of 14-month steps (i.e. rows) corresponding to a nearly whole number of years. Since
1 year ∼= 12;22, 6 months, 14 months – 1 year ∼= 1;37,54 months ∼= 0;8 years, whence

7 × 14 m ∼= 0;56 (acc.0;55) years,

8 × 14 m ∼= 1;4 (acc.1;3) years, and

15 × 14 m ∼= 2;0 (acc.1,59) years.

Consequently averaging Sigma values over 7, 8 or 15 steps should eliminate much of the
noise, while averaging over 7 or 15 steps permits the results to be assigned without fur-
ther complication to the median syzygy. How effective this proves is shown in Fig. 3.2,
where both Sig-7 (Sigma averaged over 7 steps) and Sig-15 appear almost perfectly
sinusoidal in contrast to Sigma itself. Since the two averages are barely distinguishable,
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Step-wise variation of Sig-7
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Fig. 3.3. Stepwise variation of Sig-7 over 33 steps from −450 to −413, for values on ascending
(br+) and descending (br–)monthly branches

I shall use the simpler Sig-7 in the analysis which follows. (Sig-7 values corresponding
to the Sigma values in D.1 are given in Appendix D.2.)

Using Sig-7 now as our proxy for lunar velocity, we shall first test whether 14 months
are actually longer than 15 anomalistic months, as previously inferred from the saros.
We can do this by tracking the step-wise variation of Sig-7 values on ascending and
descending branches of its monthly variation, choosing values near the mean value to
best illustrate the trend.

The result is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 which shows values on the ascending branch trend-
ing upwards with successive steps and conversely on the descending branch, confirming
that the sign in the assumed period relation, (14k − 1)m = (15k − 1)ma, is correct.

Next, while we have inferred that the saros, equivalent to k = 16, is not a perfect
anomalistic period relation, we need to determine whether 223 months are more or less
than 239 anomalistic months and thus whether k is less or more than 16. We can do
this in a similar fashion by tracking the sarosly changes in Sig-7 on each branch, again
choosing values near the middle of its range to best illustrate any variation. The result is
shown in Fig. 3.4 where, in contrast to Fig. 3.3 values decline on the ascending branch at
sarosly intervals and conversely on the descending branch. This shows that 223 months
are slightly less than 239 anomalistic months, and implies that k must be greater than 16.
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Fig. 3.4. Sarosly variation of Sig-7 over 13 saroi for values on ascending (br+) and descending
(br-) monthly branches
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Determination of k

To determine k we begin by selecting values of Sig-7 (here denoted by ) near
the end of the available data on each branch and near the middle of its range. We then
compare these with the corresponding values q × 14k−́q months, where q is as large
an integer as the available data allows, and compute

δ(k′) = n − n−14qk′+9

for a range of k′
i assumed to include k. Finally, for k′

i < 0 < k′
i+α , compute

k = δ(k′
i) × α/{δ(k′

i) − δ(k′
i+α)} + k′

i . (3.5)

The following example illustrates the procedure assuming q = 9 (14q = 126).

Ascending branch:
Mn Mn−126k′+9

k′
i GN2 n GN2 n−126k′+9 δ(k′

i)

16 7386 28.4 5379 29.5 −1.09
17 7386 28.4 5253 29.5 −1.06
18 7386 28.4 5127 28.4 +0.06
19 7386 28.4 5001 27.9 +0.56
20 7386 28.4 4875 27.0 +1.40
Descending branch:

Mn Mn−126k′+9
k′
i GN2 n GN2 n−126k′+9 δ(k′

i )

16 7391 26.8 5384 25.5 +1.29
17 7391 26.8 5258 26.2 +0.64
18 7391 26.8 5132 27.0 −0.17
19 7391 26.8 5006 27.6 −0.81
20 7391 26.8 4880 28.8 −1.97

Evidently δ(k′
i) switches sign in the area of k′ = 18, and too close to 18 for δ (18)

to be a useful datum, so there are 4 possible interpolations using (3.5 above)

k by linear interpolation from
Ascending branch Descending branch

with δ (16) δ (17) δ (16) δ (17)
δ (19) 17.98 18.31 17.84 17.88
δ (20) 17.75 18.29 17.58 17.74

k(avg) = 17.92

That this result happens to equal the value of k implicit in the System A period
relation is purely coincidental, as may be seen in Table 3.1 Here the same calculation
is performed for the same months within a cycle but for each of 13 successively earlier
steps as indicated in the column labeled “ds”. The calculation is performed for q = 9 and
q = 8 using four interpolations as above (“4-Ints”) and with only the single interpolation
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Table 3.1. k computed as above and for successive earlier steps for q = 9 and q = 8, using 4
interpolations (4-Ints) and 1 interpolation (17v19 Int)

of δ (17) and δ (19) (“17v19 Int”). The results are very similar for all 4 examples,
reflecting essentially the same standard deviation of ±0.34 for a single calculation, with
individual values ranging from 17.35 to 18.65, both within 2σ of 18.04, the actual value
of k at −500. For q = 8 the earliest month in the calculation is in −575, by which time
complete Sigma data were unquestionably available.

These results show that a single interpolation between δ (17) and δ (19) yields as
good results (with significantly less calculation) than a four-way interpolation involving
δ (16) and δ (20) as well. Thus to find as good a value of k as may be obtained from
available data, requires only that we expand the calculation above to the two months
(within a cycle) on each branch closest to Sigma’s mean value, skip calculations of δ

(16) and δ (20) and interpolate between the resulting averages of δ (17) and δ (19).
This procedure for q = 9 yields:

Branch
Avg Ascending Descending
δ (17) −0.70 +0.91
δ (18) +0.02 +0.10
δ (19) +0.79 −0.76
k(17:19) 17.94 18.09

k(avg) 18.02
σ(µk) ±0.062
k(mod. −500) 18.037

The resulting value of k is essentially accurate, and reducing the interval covered to
8 k′ steps (i.e. letting q = 8) has no sensible effect on either the result or its range of
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uncertainty (±2σ). Using averages over fewer steps or only one month on each branch
expands the 2σ range, but not by much. Observational errors41 also expand the 2σ

range, but apart from systematic errors varying significantly with time, these should
largely average out in the process. In short, this relatively simple procedure, applied
over 9k’or 8k’ steps and employing a single interpolation, yields an excellent value for
k, with a 2σ range of uncertainty that probably does not exceed ±0.2 even after allow-
ing for inevitable errors in the available data. Thus 95% of such analyses should have
resulted in determinations that

17.85 < k < 18.25, (3.6)

a range within which both values from the mathematical lunar theories securely fall. A
comparable result could probably have been achieved from a shorter span of data, but
only by employing the more computationally demanding 4-way interpolation.

Were the object merely to find the best integer value of k, a much less rigorous
procedure applied over a shorter interval would have sufficed to show that

17.5 < k < 18.5

and thus that k ∼= 18. However, even a more casual procedure using Sigma values, would
have required step-wise averaging to suppress the noise introduced by annual variations
of the ecliptic-horizon angle, and once that trouble had been taken, any analyst would
have had to be remarkably incurious to not seek a more precise result. That a more
precise result was in fact sought is suggested by System A’s adoption of

k = 17.92(17;55,12),

which is otherwise inexplicably precise.42

This is not to say that the System A value was uninfluenced by theoretical consider-
ations, such as that it be precisely defined with a terminating sexagesimal fraction. From
the sarosly formulation of the period relation,

(223 + ε)m = (239 + ε)ma,

41 Huber (2000) analyzes 495 Lunar Four, of which 25% are described as “not observed”. The
rest exhibit standard errors “modeled fairly well” by σuš = √

[0.62 + (0.08t)2]. Data described as
“not observed” reflect a distinctively different usage of fractions and standard errors nearly twice
as large. Thus the standard error of a typical Lunar Four would have been roughly ±1uš, and ±2uš

for a single datum of Sigma.
42 In an earlier paper (Britton, 1999), I suggested that the System A period relation, and specifi-

cally the substitution of ε = 3
28 for ε = 1

9 in expression (1.1b), was forced on the author of System
A by the relative paucity of discrete values in the 251 month period relation equivalent to k = 18.
This turns out to be incorrect, for a perfectly good model of the variations due to lunar anomaly
can be constructed using the shorter period relation. Thus any attempt to explain the origin of the
attested anomalistic period relations needs focus on the more precise value of k found in System
A, rather than on the more easily estimated integer value underlying the 251 month period relation.
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it can be shown that, k will be precisely defined in this sense, if ε = p/q where p

and q are relatively prime integers and q − p is a regular number. For p < 10 and
17.75 < k < 18.25, there are only five possibilities, to wit:

p ε Π Z k

1 1/10 2231 2391 17;46,40 (17.77. . . )
3 3/28 6247 6695 17;55,12 (17.92)
1 1/9 251 269 18 (18.0)
7 7/61 6805 7293 18;4,26,40 (18.074..)
2 2/17 3793 4065 18;8 (18.133..)

Thus a determination that k was between 17.75 and 18 and closer to 18 would fall within
the 2σ range and lead naturally to the attested value.

The precise path taken by the author of the period relation undoubtedly differed in
some details from that described above. Nonetheless, it seems likely that an approach
similar to that described was followed in deriving an accurate anomalistic period rela-
tion. One reason (or at least argument) is that both alternative formulations, k = 17.92
and k = 18, are far more accurate than would be expected from a different method or
source of data. Additional evidence is at least suggested by the remarkable similarity of
the truncated extremes of System A’s column F - depicting the actual extremes of daily
lunar velocity at syzygy – and the average extremes for 14-month cycles of 1

2 Sig-7 and
1
2 Sig-15 shown in the brief table below. Both comparisons differ sensibly from the actual
extremes of lunar velocity at syzygy as calculated from modern theory, while agreeing
closely – and in the case of 1

2 Sig-7 almost precisely – with their counterparts in System
A. This seems unlikely to be accidental, and adds (modest) support to the assumption
that Sig-7 was indeed the proxy used in determining the period relation.

Lunar Velocity at Syzygy
System A 1

2 Sig-7 1
2 Sig-15 Modern

Maximum (M) 15;0◦ 14;59 14;57◦ 15;16◦
Minimum (m) 11;15◦ 11;15 11;17◦ 11;49◦
Amplitude (�) 3;45◦ 3;46 3;40◦ 3;27◦

On balance, I think it likely an analysis similar to that outlined above led to the
conclusion that k was slightly less than 18, which with ε chosen to yield a precise value
of k, led to the System A period relation with k = 17;55,12. Whether this analysis was
ever repeated remains an open question, but seems at least doubtful. What seems beyond
doubt is that the relative accuracy of both periods was no accident,43 but the result of a
well founded analysis of the abundant Lunar Four data.

43 Goldstein (2002, 6) has observed that rough evidence from Lunar Four, similar to the regres-
sion of the extremes of Sigma reflected in Fig. 3.4, could have shown that 14 m > 15 ma(k < ∞),
and argued that this plus knowledge that “223 months were a little shorter than 239 anomalistic
months”(k > 16) would allow the anomalistic period relation, 251m = 259 ma, to be“determined
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Table 4.1. Extremes and amplitudes of significant eclipse Intervals; time-degrees (uš) in excess
of indicated whole days

Excess over Whole Days (◦)

6 M 12 M 223 M 235 M

Whole Days 176 354 6585 6939
Maximum 832 261 134.6 372.6
Minimum 17 −14 95.7 108.3
Amplitude, � 815 275 39 264
� (moon) 558 248 15 260
� (sun) 257 27 24 5

4. Extremes and Amplitudes of Prominent Eclipse Intervals

Another empirical source, which played a critical role in the formulation of the ini-
tial theory and may have been the work of its author, was a set of reasonably accurate
estimates of the extremes and amplitudes of the intervals between eclipses 6, 12, 223
and 235 months apart. Of these the last two played a crucial role in modeling lunar
anomaly, while the amplitude of 6 months, as the largest of the four, should have been
the best evidence for modeling solar anomaly from the residuals. The shortest interval
of 6 months was also used to anchor the entire System A theory of lunar anomaly to a
specific set of syzygies.

Table 4.1 shows the extremes and amplitudes in time-degrees of the relevant intervals
between syzygies derived from modern calculations of eclipse times before −400. The
largest amplitude, 815uš or 2 1

4 days, is for 6 months, which correspond very nearly to
half a period of both lunar and solar anomaly. The smallest, 39uš or less than 2 1

2 hours, is
for the saros, which closely approximates complete returns in both anomalies. The latter
interval, as L. Brack-Bernsen has emphasized,44 is also the only interval among the four
for which the amplitude due to solar anomaly exceeds that due to lunar anomaly.

The best evidence for the length of these intervals and their variations was contained
in historical reports of lunar eclipses. As previously noted, except for the earliest reports
from the 8th century, these typically gave the interval from eclipse beginning to the near-
est of sunset or sunrise expressed in time-degrees with standard errors averaging 7uš in
general and half as much for observations within 15uš of sunset or sunrise. Thus apparent

without requiring any additional observations”, although elsewhere he remarks on the implicit
requirement of additional assumptions. One such assumption would be that k < 20, in which
case the conclusion, k = 18, would have been an obvious choice with an intrinsic uncertainty of
±1. However, it is hard to see how the relationship, 16 < k < 20, might have been established
with any security except by considerations similar to those illustrated in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5. Fur-
thermore, while taking the analysis no further than this might have supported the integral choice
of k = 18 ± 1, it would have provided no grounds for the more precise value of k underlying
System A.

44 Initially in Brack-Bernsen (1969, pp 23–28).
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intervals between two eclipses of similar magnitude beginning near sunrise or sunset
could be expected to exhibit standard errors of roughly 5uš or 20 minutes, while eclipses
more distant from sunrise or sunset would typically reflect larger errors. Later reports
often included data for all four phases which would have allowed the moment of syzygy
to be calculated directly, something especially valuable in comparisons of eclipses of
different magnitudes which would require some adjustment for different durations.

In theory Babylonian records of Lunar Four could yield estimates of the moments
of syzygies by combining the fractions

ME/(ME + GE) and ŠÚ/(ŠÚ + NA)

with appropriate adjustments for their respective evening and morning epochs. In prac-
tice, however, the phenomena themselves are too noisy and the recorded observations
too imprecise to yield estimates of the moments of syzygy of comparable accuracy to
those derived from lunar eclipses.45 Times of the total phase of solar eclipses might
have yielded better estimates of the moments of individual syzygies, but these were
too infrequent to have provided evidence of the desired amplitudes. Thus we can safely
assume that records of lunar eclipses were the probable source of these amplitudes.

223 Months

The most thoroughly examined of the several intervals was undoubtedly the saros,
because of its small variation and prominent role in both eclipse predictions and calcu-
lations of Lunar Six. Two apparently early estimates of its amplitude and extremes are
attested. One, uncovered by Brack-Bernsen and Hunger in TU 11, a Seleucid text from
Uruk46 recounting what are evidently early procedures, implies that

223 months = 6585 days + 120uš ± 20uš (4.1)

and thus that

Max(223m) − 6585 days = 140uš,

min(223m) − 6585 days = 100uš, and
Amplitude, �(223m) = 40uš.

(4.1a)

The mean is simply the ancient estimate of the saros as 6585 1
3 days, and the variation

was assumed to depend on the month and thus solely on solar position. Since solar
anomaly contributes the larger part of the variation of the saros, this was not a silly

45 Modern calculations of Lunar Four from −540 to −400 yield standard errors in the com-
puted times of single syzygies of ±50uš, which compare with standard errors of ±7uš in the
reported times of a single lunar phase. These would typically have to be adjusted for differences
in magnitude, thus increasing the probable error in the time of a single syzygy, but the resulting
uncertainty would remain below ±10uš, still a small fraction of the error from Lunar Four. For
example, the amplitude of 223 months derived from modern calculations of Lunar Four appears
as 72uš (150uš − 78uš) instead of 39uš (134uš − 96uš) as it actually is.

46 TU 11: See especially section VIII.2 pp 80–85.
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assumption. Furthermore, the estimated amplitude is remarkable accurate, even though
both extremes are too high by 5uš.

The second estimate is reflected in a scheme, discovered by J. Steele in the tablet
BM 45861,47 which depicts the variation of 223 months for either successive eclipse
possibilities at the same node or at “annual” intervals of some sort. The resulting zigzag
function has the parameters

Max = 2,20(140)uš

Min = 1,35(95)uš

� = 45uš

µ = 1,57;30
(
117 1

2

)uš

d1 = d19 = 5uš

Π = 2�/d1 = 18 = P1.

(4.2)

Here the maximum is the same as in TU 11 (too high by 5uš) but the minimum has been
reduced to an essentially accurate 95uš, increasing the amplitude to 45uš. The scheme
as presented in the text roughly fits the lengths of saroi at intervals of 2EP around the
middle of the 7th century, but with the opposite sarosly increment, suggesting that it was
simply an arithmetic exercise, which was not intended to replicate the historical record.
Nevertheless, it does reflect a new and more accurate value for the mean synodic month
of 29;31,50,12.. days as Steele notes,48 as well as an essentially accurate estimate of the
minimum of the saros.

Appendix C1 shows the lengths of 223-month intervals bounded by eclipses visible
in Babylon during the first 24 cycles of SS1. The data are time-degrees (uš) in excess
of 6585 days and refer to the interval preceding the EP for which they are entered. For
our purposes only the first 20 cycles (through −387) will be considered; the rest are
included only to complete the record preserved in the later 8-tablet compilation.

In the first 20 cycles 166 intervals are bounded by eclipses visible in Babylon. For
each EP (i.e. in each line) the durations increase or decrease slowly as one moves for-
ward in sarosly increments, frequently passing an extreme for that EP (e.g. 127 for EP 4),
which differs materially from the actual maximum or minimum. The actual extremes
appear infrequently and occur in neighboring EP. Indeed before −400, each extreme
is only clearly evidenced once: the maximum in EP 19(SC 10) bounded by eclipses in
−594 and −576; and the minimum in EP 20(SC 10) bounded by eclipses six months
later. Both are approached, but not evidently passed by −400 in EPs 11–13 in saros
cycles (SC) 18 and 19.

Table 4.2 shows (a) the details for the relevant EP, including the sidereal longitudes
of the moon at syzygies near the extremes, and (b) the attested frequency of various inter-
val lengths. Either of two methods (or both) might have been employed to estimate the
actual extremes. One method would consider the evident progression, first towards then
away from an extreme, and calculate the extreme by linear extrapolation or equivalent
estimation. The other would consider focus on the sharp drop in frequency of attested
intervals beyond either extreme. Both methods would be subject to observational errors,

47 Published with commentary in J. Steele (2002, 405–420).
48 J. Steele, (2002, 417).
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Table 4.2. (a) Extremes of 223 months with associated sidereal longitudes, and (b) Frequencies
of attested durations

(a) (b)

but outlying values would tend to stand out as such. By either method it would have
been (just) possible to conclude that

Max(223m) =< 2,15(135)uš + 6585 days, (4.3a)

min(223m) => 1,35(95)uš + 6585 days, and (4.3b)

�(223m) =< 40uš, (4.3c)

where the quasi-inequality, =</> X, would have been understood as something like
“equal to or a little less/more than X”.

The sidereal longitudes shown for the extreme intervals are those for the second
eclipse of the pair, calculated by the formula λ∗ = λ+ 10◦ − 1.3825 × (JY + 500)/100
in agreement with the mean longitudes of Babylonian Normal Stars deduced by P.J.
Huber (1958).49 It is noteworthy that the sidereal longitude of the actual maximum in
SC 10 occurred curiously near the solar apse of 81;15◦ found in the proto-System A
scheme reflected in BM 36822+ (Aaboe and Sachs, 1969, Text A).

235 Months

In contrast to the saros, no direct estimates of the amplitude of 235 months appear
in the cuneiform literature preceding System A. Appendix C2 shows the lengths of 235-
month intervals bounded by eclipses visible in Babylon during the first 24 cycles of
SS1. Here the data are time-degrees (uš) in excess of whole days, which are mostly 6939
but 6940 for intervals shown as less than 15uš. In the first 20 cycles, there are 145 such
intervals, slightly fewer than for the saros. However, since solar anomaly has scant sen-
sible effect on this interval, the actual extremes appear more frequently. The maximum

49 Huber’s formulation has been renormed here to −500 when the difference between Baby-
lonian sidereal longitudes and tropical longitudes was λ∗ − λt = 9.98◦ ∼= 10.0◦.
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Table 4.3. (a) Extremes of 235 months, and (b) Frequencies of attested durations.

(a) (b)

is approached in all five groups, reached in EP 7 in SC 19 and 20, and clearly passed
by in EPs 14 and 21. The minimum is less well attested and approached in EP 27 but
clearly passed by only in EP 20.

The relevant data and frequency distribution are summarized in Table 4.3 By either
of the methods described above they should have supported a conclusion that

370uš < Max(235 m) − 6939 days < 375uš, (4.4a)

105uš < min(235 m) − 6939 days < 110uš, (4.4b)

and thus

Amplitude, �(235 m) ∼= 265uš, (4.4c)

with the precise extremes, probably defined with less confidence than for the more
familiar saros with its smaller amplitude.

12 Months

The extremes of 12 months appear to have played no direct role in the construction
of the theory, but it is nevertheless instructive to see what the historical eclipse record
could have shown. Appendix C3 shows the variation of these intervals for each eclipse
possibility in time-degrees in excess of 354 days. In the first 20 cycles there are a total of
140 intervals bounded by eclipses, 5 less (somewhat surprisingly) than for 235 months.
The extremes appear only at the beginnings or ends of the series for each relevant EP.
Consequently, and unlike the case for 223 and 235 months, the extremes are never clearly
passed by in moving from cycle to cycle along an EP, and thus not so precisely defined.
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Table 4.4. (a) Extremes of 12 months, and (b) Frequencies of attested durations.

(a) (b)

The relevant data are summarized in Table 4.4 They suggest only that

Max (12 m) > 260uš (4.5a)

Min (12 m) < −10uš (4.5b)

� (12m) > 270uš. (4.5c)

Nevertheless it is interesting that intervals shorter than 354 days, appear only in EPs
27 and 34, in the first case only marginally and in the second only in the 7th and 8th

centuries when records of eclipse times were less precise than in the 6th and subsequent
centuries. Despite this, the author of System A was evidently aware of this phenomenon,
since the minimum of 12 months, attested in BM 36311 (discussed in detail in Part II)
was accepted as −20;13,20uš.

6 Months

Since 6 months are very nearly half a period of both solar and lunar anomaly, this
interval reflects the largest variations from both sources variations, both individually
and in combination. As far as we know this interval played no role in the modeling of
lunar anomaly, but should have been an important, if not determining element in the
subsequent modeling of solar anomaly.

Appendix C4 shows the length of 6 months for each EP over the first 24 saros cycles
of SS1, expressed in time-degrees in excess of 176 days. The first 20 cycle displays 172
intervals, 6 more than for the saros. However, extremes are only clearly displayed in EPs
10 and 11, although they appear to be approached in SC 20 of EPs 3 and 4. Given this
limited attestation, it may also have been uncertain whether the apparent extremes were
indeed close to or inside the actual extremes.

Table 4.5 summarizes the relevant evidence, showing the average sidereal longitude
of the moon at syzygy, in place of the ending longitude in Table 4.2. The best evidence
for the extremes is found in EPs 10 and 11, although the actual minimum appears in
EP-3, SC-20, without however subsequent confirmation. All together the data suggest
that
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Table 4.5. (a) Extremes of 6 month intervals bounded by eclipses together with average sidereal
lunar longitudes, and (b) Frequencies of attested durations.

(a) (b)

Max (6 m) > 830uš (4.6a)

Min (6 m) < 20uš (4.6b)

� (6 m) > 810uš, (4.6c)

and place the solar apogee between 64◦ (SC-20) and 82◦ (SC-11). The latter number
derives from eclipses in −562 for which reports are preserved.50 Interestingly, the same
value for the solar apogee results from the eclipse pair ending in −576 which exhibit the
maximal length of the saros, reports of which are also preserved.51 In both instances, it
would have been easy to adopt a somewhat smaller value, which would have agreed bet-
ter with the actual solar apogee, whose sidereal longitude was roughly 70◦ at that time.
Nevertheless, the closeness of this number with the value 81;15◦ from the proto-System
A scheme in the BM 36822+, which was seemingly rounded to 80◦ in the completed
System A, suggests that these eclipses from the early 6th century played a material role
in its determination.

Summary

A close analysis of the historical eclipse record through −400 could have yielded
the following estimates for the extremes and amplitudes of the several eclipse intervals
and the sidereal longitude of the solar apogee.

50 ADART V, No. 7.
51 ADART V, No. 6. Obv. II, 1–2 (−594 Nov 27): month VIII. . . it cleared [in the west] and

south 2/3 beru ?; Rev III, 10’–12’(−576 Dec 8): [Month IX, the 1–5?, 3 1
2 beru after sunset. It

began in the east. All was covered. It cleared in the west. X beru from onset to clearing. [ no
position data in either].
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223m 235m 12m 6m
6585d+ 6939d+ 354d+ 176d+

Maximum, M ∼=<135uš 370uš − 375uš >260uš >830uš

Minimum, m ∼=> 95uš 105uš − 110uš < −10uš < 20uš

Amplitude, � ∼=< 40uš ∼=265uš >270uš >810uš

λ*, solar apogee <82◦ <82◦

Of these the maximum of 223 months and amplitude of 235 months, shown in bold,
played crucial roles in the modeling of lunar anomaly, and it is probably not coinciden-
tal that these would have also been among the most securely determinable. Finally, as
discussed in the next section, the average of the extremes of the saros seems likely to
have played a role in the derivation of an improved value for the mean synodic month.

5. Mean Synodic Month

Apart from phantom variants, abbreviations, and the trivial value, 29 1
2 days, five

values for the mean synodic month, m, are attested or implied in Babylonian lunar texts.
In apparent chronological order these are:

m = 29 days +
Source

∼190;0uš (29;31, 40 ± 0;0,2d) 371 m = 30 × 365;10d (BM 36712),
334 m = 27 × 365;16d (BM36731)

191;1..uš (29;31,50,18..d) 223 m = 65851/3d (ancient “saros”)
191;1..uš (29,31,50,12..d) 223 m = 6585d + 1171/2◦ (BM 45861)
191;0,36uš (29;31, 50, 6d) System A (BM 36311: Text E)
191;0,50uš (29;31,50,8,20d) System B (µ(G))

Compare:
191;0,54..uš (29;31,50,9,7d) Modern (−750 to −350)
191;0,50..uš (29;31,50,8,21d) Modern (−150 to +150)

Omitted from this list is the phantom, rather poor, value, 29;31,50,19,11..d, some-
times described as the System A month-length, which is attested in BM 3670552 as the
result of multiplying the value, ma = 27;33,16,30, by the period relation for lunar anom-
aly (i.e.× 6695/6247). The origin of this value for the anomalistic month, undoubtedly
rounded in its last fractional place, is obscure. Nor is it evident that this arithmetical
exercise reflected in BM 36705, was either contemporary with the origin of System A
or performed by someone familiar with its construction. What is clear from BM 36311,
as shall be discussed in detail in Part 2, is that the System A model for lunar anomaly
was based on the more realistic value, m = 29;31,50,6d.

52 Published in Neugebauer (1957b) with an additional fragment, and (partially) revised tran-
scription in Aaboe (1968, 35–38).
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The list reflects increasingly better estimates of m, culminating in the famous System
B value, which was adopted by Hipparchus, retained by Ptolemy and his Arab succes-
sors, and not improved upon until the appearance of the Alfonsine tables in the 13th

century and by Levi ben Gerson in the 14th.53 This value was slightly, if insensibly,
low at the time of its probable derivation around −300, but essentially accurate for the
interval between Hipparchus and Ptolemy and for all practical purposes well beyond.

Evidence from estimates of the saros

The earliest estimate, m ∼= 29;31,40d, arises in two texts as the month-length implied
by explicit year-lengths and associated annual period relations. As such, it may also be
a phantom, since one of the texts (BM 36731) was evidently composed after −561, by
which time the rough estimate of the saros, 223 m = 6585 1

3 d, which was central to Goal
Year procedures for computing Lunar Sixes, was probably known. Whatever the case,
by the middle of the 6th century, the known approximation that

223 months = 6585 1
3 days = 6585d + 120uš ± 20uš (5.1a)

implied the improved value, correct to two fractional places of a day, of

m = 29d + 191;1,53uš = 29;31,50,18..days. (5.1b)

Subsequently, reducing the minimum of the saros to 6585d + 95uš as in the scheme
depicting the variation of the saros in BM 45861,54 lowered the average of the extremes
by 2 1

2
◦
, implying

223 m = 6585d + 117 1
2

uš
, (5.2a)

whence

m = 29d + 191;1,12..uš = 29;31,50,12..d. (5.2b)

Finally, recognition of essentially accurate values for both extremes of the saros,

Max(223 m) = 6585d + 135uš;

min(223 m) = 6585d + 95uš,

as in (4.3) would have implied that

223 m = 6585d + 115uš = 6585;19,10d,55 (5.3a)

53 See Goldstein, (2003, 65–74) and especially Appendix 3, p. 71 for a survey of attested values
in ancient and medieval texts.

54 As recognized by J. Steele (2002, 417)
55 C.f. [6585];19,20 in ACT 210 and 6585;19,20,58.. from m = 29;31,50,8,20.
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and thus

m = 29d + 191;0,32..uš = 29;31,50,5..d. (5.3b)

This unattested estimate, which would round naturally to 191; 0,30uš = 0;31,50,5d,
is probably the best that could have been reliably achieved from direct measurements
of sarosly intervals, and it is hard to imagine that whoever derived accurate estimates of
the extremes of the saros would not have made the calculation. It is also hard to believe
that anyone engaged with estimating these extremes, would have been unaware of their
intrinsic imprecision. For example, a change of 1uš in either extreme, would change m
by ±1;20 in the 3rd fractional place, quite apart from any consideration of the asymmet-
rical distribution of saros lengths reflected in the historical eclipse record and Table 4.2
Consequently, this result, although an improvement over earlier estimates, could hardly
have been thought secure in its third fractional place56 (of a day).

Evidence from the anomalistic period relation

An alternative, and ultimately more robust, derivation became possible following
the derivation of an accurate anomalistic period relation, which made it possible to cal-
culate the interval over which both solar and lunar anomalies most nearly vanish. The
calculation would have been trivial, requiring simply the computation of solar progress
in various multiples of 251 months as

δλsun = (251 × 19/235) × 360◦ × n(mod.360◦), (5.4)

where n is an integer. Table 5.1 presents the best results for n ≤ 20 (405y) using the
19-year cycle for mean solar progress. The only interval with a smaller increment of
solar progress than the saros is 17 anomalistic periods, and indeed increasing n yields
no smaller increment until n = 109(δλ = +2◦).

If the sidereal version of the 19-year cycle is used in the calculation, δλ*(17) becomes
−7;36◦,57 still less than the increment from the saros, which also includes an element
of variation from lunar anomaly. Thus by either calculus the single interval which most
nearly eliminates the effects of both lunar and solar anomaly is 17 anomalistic peri-
ods, equivalent to 4267 months or slightly less than 345 years. Furthermore, since this
interval is 30 months or 5(6-month) EP greater than 19 saros cycles, such intervals will
frequently be bounded by eclipses at opposite nodes.58

56 Goldstein (2003, 66–7) recognizes (5.3), and notes that increasing 223 m to 116uš yields
m = 29;31,50,8,4.. days, which as described in Britton (1999, 198 and 2002, 46) rounds naturally
to the equivalent of ..8,20 days. Goldstein suggests that this unattested value might have resulted
from assuming that M(223m) > 135uš, which however, would have been in the wrong direction,
making the accuracy of the resulting month-length doubly fortuitous.

57 Note that this rounds more naturally to 7 1
2

◦
, as reported by Ptolemy, than does −7;45..◦

implicit in the System A period relation 2783m = 225y; 1 year = 12;22,8 months.
58 Since 4267m = 19SC+(30m=5EP), such intervals bounded by eclipses will only occur within

EP groups at EPs 1–3 for the earlier of the pair.
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Table 5.1. Solar progress, δλ, in n × 251 months

n months years δλ

17 4267 345 −3◦

7 1757 142 +20◦

10 2510 203 −23◦

This interval is, of course, the one famously described in the Almagest (Alm. IV.2)
as the period relation

4267 m = 4573 ma = 345y − 7 1
2
◦ = 126007d1h, (5.5)

which Ptolemy says Hipparchus investigated, even applying a correction for solar anom-
aly, in deriving (but actually confirming) 29;31,50,8,20d as the length of the mean synodic
month. Without explicitly saying so, Ptolemy invites the reader to infer that this period
relation was Hipparchus’s discovery, an invitation accepted by virtually every modern
commentator.59

In fact there is no more reason to assume that Hipparchus was the author of this
interval, than to accept that he fortuitously derived the Babylonian System B value for
mean synodic month from it by some arithmetical inadvertence, since as even Ptolemy
seems to have recognized60 along with subsequent commentators,61 the data cited yields
the month length 29;31,50,8,9,20.. d, whose 4th fractional place would round naturally
to 10 or 0, but not 20. Far more likely is that this whole period relation was simply part
of the System B material, including the mean synodic month and the anomalistic and
draconic period relations which somehow came into Hipparchus’s possession. Whatever
the precise case, the Babylonian author of the anomalistic period relation would almost
certainly have done the calculation and been aware that 17 anomalistic periods produced
the closest return in both solar and lunar anomaly of any period relation within the limits
of the historical eclipse record.

If one accepts that systematic records of lunar eclipses began with the reign of Nabo-
nassar,62 then the earliest evidence from eclipses 4267 months apart would have come

59 E.g. A. Aaboe (1955) and G.J.Toomer,(1980) Other commentators, e.g. V. Petersen,
Centaurus, 11(1966), 306–09 B.L van der Waerden, Centaurus 15 (1970), 21–25); W. Hartner,
Gnomon 44, 529–37; R Mercier, Archives Internationales d”Histoire des Sciences, 27 (1977),
33–71 reflect the same assumption but add nothing of substance to the discussion.

60 Ptolemy, who certainly performed the calculation, remarks that the division results εγ γ ιστα

(very nearly) in the value 29; 31, 50, 8, 20.
61 Goldstein (2003, 68 and 71) and Depuydt (2002, 93) discuss subsequent recognitions of the

correct division, beginning with al-Hajjaj in the 9th century and including (with minor variants)
Ibn Yunis (ca. 1000.), al-Biruni (11th c.), Savasorda (1122), al-Bitruji (ca. 1200), I. Israeli (1310),
and Copernicus (1543).

62 Supporting the conclusion that systematic records of eclipses began with the reign of Nabo-
nassar (in addition to Ptolemy’s testimony and evidence that the Babylonian Chronicle series also
began with this reign) is the arrangement of eclipse records according to SS1. This arrangement
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from two eclipse pairs ending in −401 in EPs 6 and 7 of SC 20. These were followed
in SC 20 by pairs ending in −398 and −397 (EPs 14 and 15), and in −394 (EP 21),
−390 (EP 30), −387 (EP 36) and −386 (EP 38). Thus through −386 and in fact before
−379, there were 8 eight instances of eclipse pairs visible in Babylon separated by
4267 months, with initial dates ranging from −746 to −731. If one further accepts that
BM 36822 (Aaboe and Sachs, 1969, Text A), which appears to have covered years 6–7
of Artaxerxes 2, was probably composed not long after its last contents (−396), then
only the first four of these pairs would have preceded its composition.

The significance of this lies in the fact that notwithstanding various errors and other
difficulties, BM 36822 contains values of column �, the function which serves as argu-
ment of anomaly in the System A model of lunar anomaly, whose construction as evi-
denced in BM 36311 (Aaboe, 1968, Text E) reflects the mean synodic month,63

m = 29d + 191;0,36uš = 29;31,50,6d, (5.6)

a value which with the 19-year cycle also implies the familiar parameter for the mean
daily lunar velocity,

µ(dλm/d) = 254 × 360◦/(235 × m) = 13;10,34,59,30,32..◦/d ∼= 13;10,35◦/d.

Table 5.2 shows temporal data for the four pairs of visible eclipses separated by this
interval from −747 through −395. Shown in bold are the shortest times relative to sunset
(SS) or sunrise (SR) available for comparison and their increments, d(4267), over the
4267 months. These exhibit increments over whole days ranging (before any adjustment
for differences in magnitude) ranging from 10uš to 27uš. The average interval from sunset
or to sunrise was 33uš, corresponding in Huber’s analysis to a single standard error of
roughly ±5uš or an interval error of ±7 1

2
uš

. Given complete reports, the smallest interval
error should have been from the earliest comparison, both of whose eclipses ended very
shortly before sunrise.

However, reports of the first two eclipses - preserved in the tablet BM 41985
(ADART V, No.1 = LBAT 1413) - are sparse in detail and very far from complete
by the standard of later reports. The first eclipse is simply said to have occurred during
the morning watch, which by modern calculation would have begun 67uš before sunrise.
No other temporal detail is preserved, nor does any seem likely to have been included in
the compete report. The second report might have originally included the statement that
it began in the morning watch64 – two signs may be missing – but otherwise simply says
that the moon set eclipsed which amounts to the same thing. Thus neither report con-
veys more than that both eclipses began in the morning watch with the second starting
somewhat later than the first. Precisely the same circumstances were exhibited by the

would have conflicted with previous visible eclipses in the immediately preceding saros cycle.
Had earlier systematic records been available, their structure would have certainly governed the
subsequent arrangement, which would have differed from that of SS1.

63 To be discussed in detail in Part II describing the modeling of lunar anomaly; meanwhile
see Britton (1990, 65) and (1999, 219–20).

64 Began 50◦ before sunrise.
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Table 5.2. Times and magnitudes of eclipses visible in Babylon between –747 and −395 sepa-
rated by 4267 months. Figures in bold are the shorter, potentially observable intervals and their
differences

subsequent eclipse of each pair. Both began in the morning watch, and the second set
eclipsed. Although they actually occurred 15uš and 28uš later respectively than their ear-
lier counterparts, nothing in the earlier reports would have conveyed or even suggested
this. Thus all that might have been confidently assumed from these reports, however
detailed or accurate the later reports may have been, would have been that the pairs were
separated by very nearly 126007 days.

In the third pair (first of the second set) of eclipses, exactly the same circumstances
applied as in the second of the first set. Both eclipses began in the morning watch and the
later eclipse set eclipsed. Absent a statement that the earlier eclipse ended before sunrise,
no secure inference could be drawn that one preceded the other. The circumstances of
the fourth pair differ from the other three in that both began before sunset and ended
very shortly after sunset. In fact, the syzygies were separated by an interval of 30◦ over
whole days, but absent more precise data in the earlier report, all that could be inferred
with confidence from either pair would have been that the interval in question was again
very nearly 126007 days.

The earliest records which report detailed measures of the intervals between eclipse
phases and sunset or sunrise are for eclipses in −730 and −712. Both, however are
calculations, or at least estimations, since the first eclipse is said to have begun 60uš after
sunrise (actually 87uš), while the second reportedly began 20uš before sunset (actually
8uš after sunset). Not until −701 do we find evidence of more precise timings in a frag-
mentary report that the moon “set eclipsed xuš before sunrise” (actual = 9uš < SR).
In −685 an eclipse is reported 100uš after sunset, which compares reasonably well for
such a long interval with the calculated time of 109uš. Thus by the beginning of the 7th

century the interval timings relative to sunset or sunrise with a precision of 5uš were
evidently well established, whereas half a century earlier only the watch of onset and
ending is attested. When the change occurred is not known, but it seems likely that the
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earlier custom persisted for some years. Thus before −395, and perhaps for some while
afterwards, a plausible estimate of the length of 4267 months would have been that

4267 months = 4573ma ∼= 126007 days,

whence

m = 29d + 191;0,36,16..uš = 29;31,50,6,2..d.

The value m ∼= 29; 31, 50, 6d, would been within the uncertainty of the mean month
implied by the extremes of the saros (5.3b), with both being uncertain from different
sources by roughly ±2 in the third fractional place (of a day). It could also have been a
compromise between a slightly larger value derived from the 4267 month interval and
a lower value implied by extremes of the saros. Whatever the case, it was the value
adopted by the author of System A in constructing the model of lunar anomaly, which
seems most easily explained as deriving from the 4267 month interval. This explanation,
moreover, places relatively tight time limits on the invention of System A, which cannot
have preceded -401 nor occurred too much later, by which time the slight excess of
4267 months over 126007 days would have become evident.

System B’s mean synodic month length, 29;31,50,8,20d

The likely origin of the more famous System B parameter has recently been the
object of suggestions by Goldstein65 and Rawlins,66 neither of which is supported by
any evidence beyond numerical coincidence. In fact, the simplest, and I believe, correct
explanation is that the interval cited by Ptolemy,

4267 months = 126007 days + 15uš (5.6)

was of Babylonian, not Hipparchan, origin and the basis for the System B parameter. As
previously described,67 the latter appears as the mean value of Column G68 in the form

m = 29d + µ(G)uš = 29d + 191;0,50uš. (5.7)

65 Goldstein (2003) suggestion that it arose from estimating the mean duration of the saros as
6585d + 116uš (see note 47 above), implies that its accuracy was the fortuitous result of round-
ing the mean to whole uš combined with an adjustment in the wrong direction of the estimated
maximum.

66 Rawlins (2002a, 2002b) has ascribed the parameter to Aristarchus of Samos by an argument
which requires changing units, rounding in the middle of a computation, and employs a different
year-length from that attributed to Aristarchus.

67 Britton (1999, 198) and (2002, 46)
68 Column G is a linear zigzag function which depicts the variation due to lunar anomaly in

the length of one month. In System B G’s amplitude, �GB = 156;52,30uš, is simply 5/8 × 60 =
37;30× the amplitude, �FB of Column F, the daily lunar velocity, where �FB = 4;11

◦/d = �

(of the period relation)/60.
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In cuneiform numerical notation, units and tens each effectively take up a column of
space, so that one column (out of 7) will be saved if the last fractional place of GB is a
multiple of 10, which in turn requires that µ(GB) be a multiple of 0;0,5uš . From (5.7)
we get

m = (126007 × 360 + 15)uš/4267 m = 29d + 191;0,48,56..uš, (5.8)

which rounds naturally to µ(GB) as in (5.7). Thus the “20” in the 4th fractional place,
which is empirically without meaning, is most simply explained as arising from a desire
to save the space otherwise required by an insignificant column of units in the tabulation
of Column G. Obviously this explanation only fits a Babylonian context; in a Greek
context the parameter would have been left in fractional days and rounded to 10 or 0
(i.e. omitted) in the forth fractional place.

The estimated length of 4267 months as 15uš in excess of whole days, would emerge
naturally and relatively quickly, once interval timings were recorded for the earlier
eclipses of each pair. Table 5.3 shows the lengths of such intervals bounded by eclipses
visible in Babylon through −314. For initial eclipses after −730 there are 25 pairs (18
beginning −710 or later), which exhibit extremes of 32uš and 10uš and an average of
22uš, in line with the average for this period. Such data reflect the intervals between
syzygies, whereas the early eclipse reports would mainly have recorded the times of
onset or ending, which would theoretically require some adjustment to make eclipses of
unequal magnitude comparable. This fact, together with a precision of 5uš in the early
reports of eclipse times and the inevitable observational errors would have made 15uš a
natural estimate of the mean length of this interval with an apparent variation of a similar
amount. Extending the period for comparisons would increase the amount of evidence,
but not its quality until at least after −200 (i.e. early eclipses after −575), making a
better estimate before the creation of System B unlikely, if not impossible.

Table 5.3. Lengths of 4267 months bounded by eclipses visible in Babylon to −314 in time-
degrees (uš) over 126007 days. Extremes are highlighted in bold.
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In short, it seems that the 4267 month interval cited by Ptolemy, and implicitly attrib-
uted to Hipparchus, was indeed the source of the System B mean synodic month-length,
but that it originated from a Babylonian rather than Hellenistic analysis that recognized
its theoretical significance, rooted in the anomalistic period relations and also estimated
its length as 15uš in excess of whole days.

Summary

Five different empirical elements, or sets of elements, went into the separation of
lunar and solar anomalies and formed the foundations of the corresponding models in
both Babylonian lunar theories. In brief, these were:

1) The “sarosly” period relations concerning attributes of 223 months, first as an
eclipse cycle,

223 months ∼= 38 EP ∼= 242 draconitic months,

by which eclipse reports were arranged in a matrix of 38 EP and 223 month cycles facili-
tating analytical comparisons, and secondly as an anomalistic period relation, expressed
in the form

(223 + ε) months = (239 + ε)anomalistic months,

which became the principle scalpel for separating lunar from solar anomaly and formed
theoretical backbone of the System A model of lunar anomaly.

2) The 19-year cycle, both in its approximate,

235 months ∼= 19 years ∼= 254 sidereal months,

and sidereal forms,

235 months = 19 − 1
1440 sidereal years = 254 − 1

1440 sidereal months,

which underlay the recognition that - uniquely among intervals bounded by eclipses -
the variation of 235 months was due solely to lunar anomaly.

3) Accurate anomalistic period relations of the form 14k − 1 months = 15k − 1
anomalistic months,

6427 months = 6695 anomalistic months; k = 17;55,12(System A)

and

251 months = 269 anomalistic months; k = 18(System B),

whose accuracy, among other evidence, suggests they were derived from analysis of data
comprising the Lunar Four.

4) Estimates of the extremes and amplitudes of important eclipse interval depending
in considerable part on the sarosly arrangement of eclipse reports, the best inferences
from which would have been
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Interval Excess over Max Min �
223m 6585d ≤ 135uš ≥ 95uš ≤ 40uš

235m 6939d 370uš ∼ 375uš 105uš ∼ 110uš ∼=265uš

12m 354d >260uš < −10uš > 270uš

6m 176d >830uš < 20uš+ > 810uš

Here the elements in bold appear to have played direct roles in the modeling the effects
of lunar anomaly. In addition the extremes of 223 months and 6 months could have sug-
gested that the sidereal longitude of the solar apse was roughly 82◦ or less, without,
however, offering much evidence of how much less, if any.

5) Improved estimates of the length of the mean synodic month derived from esti-
mates of the length of 4267 months as 126007 days plus an increment of

System A: + 0uš, whence m = 29d + 191;0,36uš(= 29;31,50,6d)

and

System B: + 15uš, whence m = 29d + 191;0,48,56..uš(= 29;31,50,8,9..d)

∼= 29d + 191;0,50uš(= 29;31,50,8,20d).

The first would be tenable only so long as the times of early eclipses were reported in
terms of their watch, implying that System A must have been constructed in the first
half of the 4th century.69 Conversely, the second would have required more precise esti-
mates of the times of eclipse phases, implying that it was derived after the middle of
the 4th century. Both would have been consistent with the uncertainty of the estimated
extremes and amplitudes of 223 months, the System B parameter implying a slightly
higher minimum than 95uš.

Omitted here is any discussion of improved period relations describing the intervals
between eclipses, which played a determinative role in the schemes depicting lunar lat-
itudes and eclipse magnitudes in both theories. These involved additional issues whose
examination would have substantially prolonged the preceding discussion. Since they
played no role in separating the effects of lunar and solar anomaly, they have been left
for a separate discussion.

In tracing the possible development of each of these parameters I have tried to show
how each might have been derived by relevant analysis applied to empirical material
known to be available at the times in question. In the case of the anomalistic period
relation – the most challenging of the five and the only derivation in which considerable
averaging must have played a role – the fact that a regular integer value of k turned out to
be almost precisely accurate was certainly fortuitous, but understanding that the actual
value must be very close to this could hardly have been so. Moreover, the alternative
value of k underlying the System A period relation, seems strong evidence of a robust
derivation of this parameter.

69 A fuller discussion of the evidence bearing on the chronologies of Systems A and B will
appear in Part III. However, the balance of evidence suggests that System A was created near the
beginning of the 4th century B.C and System B perhaps a century later.
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The estimates of the extremes and amplitudes of prominent eclipse intervals
depended critically on the organization of eclipse reports in sarosly groupings. Finally
the improved, and essentially accurate value of the mean synodic month encountered in
System B, seems to have been due partly to a greater abundance of attested 4267 month
intervals but also to a greater precision in the reports of the earlier eclipses defining such
intervals. None of these results supports the notion that these parameters arose from sim-
ple averages or numerical manipulations of rough observations. Instead, each appears
to reflect a rational and sometimes inspired use of the extensive, if not very accurate,
observational material which we know to have been available.
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Appendices

The figures which follow present selected information concerning lunar eclipse pos-
sibilities, lunar eclipses visible in Babylon, and intervals between the latter arranged by
eclipse possibilities (EP) in saros cycles (SC) according to the scheme (SS1) reflected
in several compilations of early eclipse records and especially a compilation comprising
8 tablets covering the 24 saros cycles from the beginning of the reign of Nabonassar
to −314.

A. Eclipse Possibilities

A.1. Babylonian dates of lunar eclipse possibilities from 0 Nabonassar, month XII (-746
Feb 6), to 2 Alexander 4, month II (-314 May 29). Before Nabopolassar, attested interca-
lations are designated by capital A(XII2) or U(VI2), conjectured intercalations in lower
case letters
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A.1. Abbreviations of Babylonian royal names used in A1, with variant spellings and
reigns
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B. Lunar Eclipses Visible in Babylon, Arranged by Saros Cycle According to SS1

B.1. Julian years
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B.2. Intervals in months, dm, between successive visible eclipses
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B.3. Times of syzygies in Babylonian mean hours from midnight (BMT)
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B.4. Eclipse magnitudes in “fingers” with 12f = lunar diameter
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B.5. Sidereal longitude, λ*m, of the moon at syzygy, calculated as

λ∗m = λtrop + 10◦ − 1.3825 × (500 + JY)/100,

where λtrop is the tropical longitude and JY = the Julian year of the event
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C. Intervals Between Eclipses Visible in Babylon (time-degrees (uš) in Excess
of Whole Days)

C.1. 223 months
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C.2. 235 months
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C.3. 12 months
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C.4. 6 months
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D. Sigma Values Arranged in 14-month Cycles from LUSIX2 (P.J. Huber); Data
in Bold are Those Required for the Analysis Described in the Text with q = 9.

Sig-7 = Sigma Values for That Month Averaged over 7 Steps and Associated with
Median syzygy

D.1.a. Sigma (–625 to –565)
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D.1.b. Sigma (–460 to –400)
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D.2.a. Sig-7 (–622 to –565)
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D.2.b. Sig-7 (–460 to –402)
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